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 I am comparing Alex and Aaron from the book series Unwanted by Lisa Mcmann. Alex 
and Aaron are identical twins, therefore they look the same. Above each brother’s eye is a black 
scar. Their appearance is slightly different because Aaron has scars on his chin and forehead. It’s 
also different because Alex has brown hair and Aaron has black hair. 
 Alex and Aaron's personality are also very similar like their appearance. Their personality 
is the same because they both help homeless people because they used to be poor and knows 
what it feels like. Their personality is also the same because they both get very angry under 
pressure or when they are being made fun of. Their personality is different because Aaron attacks 
islands for fun and Alex protects them so people don’t die. Their personalities are also different 
because Aaron teams up with bad guys and Alex teams up with good people or if he needs to for 
the good of other people or his own he will team up with bad guys. 
 Alex and Aaron's motives and actions are similar because they both did not care when 
their mother died. They did not care because their mother sent Alex to his death and Aaron is just 
naturally selfish and cruel! Their also similar because they both attack islands if they need to. 
They will attack only if their people, friends or family get taken.They're different because when 
Aaron teams up he teams up with bad guys like General Blair because Artime is too powerful to 
defeat and Alex only teams up if it’s for the good of others. Another way they are different is that 
Alex saves his people before himself and Aaron does not help his people in their time of need 
because Alex’s people have always been loyal to him so he saves them first and Aaron is cruel so 
he saves himself.  
 Another thing that is similar is their creativity. Their similar in magic because they both 
use a lot of creativity to create and make spells. Their also similar in battle plans because both 
have a plan A, B and C. There also different in creativity. Aaron can fix and make any object. 
Their also different because Aaron makes new jobs to go with his civilization and Alex sticks 
with the jobs that were put there to begin with.     
 
 


